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QCD, DIFFRACTION AND STRING THEORY�Romuald A. JanikThe Niels Bohr InstituteBlegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen, DenmarkandMarian Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Craow, Polande-mail:janik�nbi.dk(Reeived July 8, 2002)Reently, string theory on some spei� urved bakground spaetimegeometries has been onjetured to be equivalent to ertain gauge theories(AdS/CFT orrespondene). This orrespondene may be used to investi-gate the non-perturbative regime of gauge theories. I desribe its applia-tion to the study of soft sattering amplitudes in a on�ning gauge theory.I desribe two qualitatively di�erent appliations: amplitudes with vauumquantum number exhange (Pomeron-like), amplitudes with Reggeon ex-hange. The last ase requires going beyond eikonal approximation on thegauge theory side.PACS numbers: 11.25.Sq, 12.38.Lg1. IntrodutionIn the phenomenologial desription of (soft) di�rative proesses in theRegge limit a prominent role is played by the various Regge poles and theirouplings, like e.g. the 3-Pomeron vertex. Experimentally their propertiesare well established. One has two distint ases. The dominant trajetorywith vauum quantum number exhange is the Pomeron, leading to am-plitudes behaving like s1:08+0:25t in the soft regime. The other family oftrajetories orrespond to Reggeon exhanges (mesoni trajetories) and in-volves typially the exhange of �avour. The amplitudes behave here quitedi�erently � with the leading amplitudes like s0:55+1t. In partiular theslope is almost exatly four times larger than for the Pomeron.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3615)



3616 R.A. JanikIt remains a formidable hallenge to understand/derive these propertiesfrom more fundamental priniples. The major stumbling blok is of oursethe inherently nonperturbative harater of these proesses. In this talk I willdesribe an approah [1�3℄ to alulating the properties of these trajetories1within the framework of the AdS/CFT orrespondene.The AdS/CFT orrespondene [4℄ is the onjetured equivalene be-tween ertain gauge theories and string theories on appropriate urved bak-grounds. The utility of the orrespondene omes from the fat that strongoupling problems in gauge theory side are mapped to quasi-lassial prob-lems on the string theory side. A preise version of this orrespondene doesnot exist so far for QCD, so we used a generi version for a theory withon�nement. 2. Pomeron dominated amplitudesIn the Pomeron hannel, sine we want to study soft proesses and no�avour quantum numbers are exhanged it su�es to use the eikonal ap-proximation [7℄. In this approximation the impat parameter q�q satteringamplitude is given by a orrelation funtion of two Wilson lines whih followlassial straight line trajetories:A(s; L) = is* exp iZL1 A! exp iZL2 A!+: (1)Tehnially we performed the alulation of the Wilson line orrelator inEulidean spae (using AdS/CFT orrespondene) as a funtion of the im-pat parameter L and the relative angle � between the two lines. The resultA(�; L) was then ontinued bak to Minkowski spae using the substitutions� �! �i� � �i log s and T ! iT . The above proedure was �rst usedwithin the eikonal approximation in perturbative QED and QCD in [8℄.The q�q amplitude as it stands is IR divergent. We regularized it byintroduing a temporal ut-o� by taking the Wilson lines to be of �nitelength, and adding gauge `onnetors' at both ends to lose the lines into aloop.Within the AdS/CFT orrespondene the expetation value of a Wilsonloop at strong oupling is given by [9℄hW (C)i � Flutuations(�minimal) e� 12��0Area(�minimal) ; (2)1 For other approahes to the soft Pomeron see [5, 6℄.



QCD, Di�ration and String Theory 3617where �minimal is the surfae of minimal area in the bulk of the geometrywhih is spanned on the ontour C, and the prefator represents the ontri-bution of quadrati �utuations of the string worldsheet around the minimalsurfae.In our ase, in the on�ning regime the relevant surfae will be (a setorof) a helioid. The expliit formula for its area is [1℄Area = L=2Z�L=2 d� �Tp1 + p2T 2 + 1p log�pT +p1 + p2T 2�� : (3)This result has to be analytially ontinued to Minkowski spae. Naivelywe would obtain a pure phase. However, due to the presene of logarithmiuts in the omplex plane, we obtain very spei� ontributions when goingthrough a ut. It is therefore interesting to explore the physial onsequenesof these ontributions. Consequently we have to perform the substitutionlog(: : :) �! log(: : :)� 2�in, with n being some integer number. Under thistransformation, the amplitude gets a ontribution:exp� 12��0e� L2� 2�in� �! exp�� 1�0e� L2log sn� (4)whih is independent of the IR ut-o� T . In the following we will negletthe T dependent terms assuming that T is small (some justi�ation for thisassumption was given in [1℄). After Fourier transform we obtain an inelastiamplitude with a linear Regge trajetory:(prefator) s1+�0e�4 t : (5)The prefator here inludes a log s, further suh ontributions may omefrom �0 orretions. In the following we onentrate on the dominant termswhih give rise to a power-like s� behaviour.An interesting feature of this result is that the linear slope �0e�=4 har-ateristi of soft Pomeron exhange arose through the analyti struture ofthe helioid area.The ontribution of quadrati �utuations was evaluated in [2℄ using thefat that the dual string theory in the AdS/CFT piture is ritial. The pieethat dominates after ontinuation to Minkowski spae for high energies isFlutuations = exp0�n? �24 �2 log �pT +p1 + p2T 2�1A : (6)



3618 R.A. JanikLet us now perform the same analytial ontinuation to Minkowski spae,keeping in mind the substitution log ! log� 2�in. Furthermore we negletthe logarithmi T dependent terms. The outome isFlutuations = exp�n?96 log s� = sn?=96 : (7)Putting together the above results we obtain �nally for the trajetory(prefators) s1+n?96 +�0e�4 t : (8)The values for n? = 7 suggested by the AdS/CFT orrespondene [10℄ wouldgive an interept of 1:073 (or 1.083 for n? = 8), very lose to the observedsoft Pomeron interept of 1.08. The phenomenologial value of �0e� extratedfrom the stati quark�antiquark potential is �0e� � 0:9GeV�2. This givesthe slope 0:225 in omparison with the observed one of 0:25.3. Reggeon dominated amplitudesIn order to be able to isolate an amplitude where the dominant ontri-bution will be given by a Reggeon exhange, we have to onsider a mesonisattering amplitude with an exhange of two quarks (see [3℄ for a detaileddisussion). The (position-spae) amplitude typially involves four fermionipropagators, two of whih an be alulated in the eikonal approximation(the spetator quarks), while the exhanged ones are desribed within theworldline formalism:S(x; yjA) = Z Dx�(�) e�mLength fSpin Fatorg exp0B�i Ztrajetory A1CA ; (9)where the fSpin Fatorg keeps trak of the spin 1/2 nature of the quarks.In the above expression the olour and spin parts do fatorize, whih isvery onvenient for alulations using various models of the nonperturbativegluoni vauum.The amplitude then beomes a path integral over the exhanged quarktrajetories, the integrand being the spin fators and a Wilson loop formedby the spetators and the exhanged quarks [3℄. In order to perform theWilson loop average we use the AdS/CFT orrespondene. In the approxi-mation when the exhanged quarks are light, one an assume that the dom-inant ontribution will ome from the helioid minimal surfae spanned bythe spetator quarks whose upper and lower boundaries are formed by the



QCD, Di�ration and String Theory 3619exhanged quark trajetories. At this stage the expression for the amplitudehas the following struture (in the m! 0 limit):isZ Dx(�) fSpin Fatorg e�Sarea[x(�)℄ : (10)The fSpin Fatorg essentially gives a 1=s suppression harateristi of an ex-hange of two spin 1=2 partiles. The form of the e�etive ation Sarea[x(�)℄for the quark trajetories follows from the helioid geometry. We evaluatedthe path integral using the saddle point on�guration ÆSarea[x(�)℄=Æx(� 0)=0.The saddle point turned out to be imaginary, onsistent with an inelasti am-plitude, and gave a linear trajetory with a slope of �0e� , exatly four timeslarger as in the Pomeron ase. The �nal result inluding the �utuations ofthe string worldsheet around the helioid gives the following result:s0+n?24 +�0e� t : (11)4. DisussionThe AdS/CFT orrespondene lays down a framework for addressingnonperturbative properties of gauge theories inluding those intrinsiallylinked with on�nement. Linear trajetories with the experimentally ob-served slopes arise naturally, although they are enoded in analytial prop-erties of the helioid minimal surfae. String �utuations lead to a rise ofthe interepts. We observed a surprising quantitative agreement with the ex-perimentally observed soft Pomeron interept, while the Reggeon interept,while qualitatively reasonable is lower than the observed value. It would beinteresting to understand this better.The vast majority of the results reported here were obtained in ollab-oration with Robi Peshanski. This work was supported in part by thePolish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) grant 2P03B09622(2002�2004). REFERENCES[1℄ R.A. Janik, R. Peshanski, Nul. Phys. B586, 163 (2000).[2℄ R.A. Janik, Phys. Lett. B500, 118 (2001).[3℄ R.A. Janik, R. Peshanski, Nul. Phys. B625, 279 (2002).[4℄ J. Maldaena, Adv. Theor. Math. Phys. 2, 231 (1998).[5℄ E.V. Shuryak, I. Zahed, Phys. Rev. D62, 085014 (2000); M.A. Nowak,E.V. Shuryak, I. Zahed, Phys. Rev. D64, 034008 (2001).
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